
Silly Sally
audrey Wood

a hilarious story 
with cumulative, 
rhyming text about 
a silly woman 
and the crazy 
characters she 
meets on her way 
to town. “a surefire read-aloud.” —Kirkus

32pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 680
Paperback PFB22562 $3.39

Shades of 
Black
a ceLeBRation 
of oUR cHiLDRen

Sandra L. 
Pinkney
Photographed by  
Myles C. Pinkney

Vibrant photographs 
perfectly illustrate the extraordinary 
beauty of african-american boys and 
girls, while poetic text evokes a strong 
sense of pride.

Charlotte Zolotow Commendation

32pp. ages 3–7
Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB935865 $2.25

Smelly Socks
robert Munsch
Illustrated by 
Michael Martchenko

Tina loves her 
brand-new socks 
so much that 
she’s never ever 
going to take 
them off! But when the socks get smelly, 
her friends take action.

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 680 Gr Level O dra 34–38
Paperback PFB964948 $2.84

Skippyjon Jones
Judy Schachner

Skippyjon, a Siamese cat with 
oversize ears, delights readers with 
the rousing adventures of his  
Zorro-like alter ego, el Skippito.  
“ay carumba, mucho fun.” —Kirkus

all 32pp. ages 4–8

Skippyjon Jones
Paperback PFB983696 $3.39

Skippyjon Jones in Mummy 
trouble
Paperback PFB505388 $2.99

Skippyjon Jones in the  
Dog-House
Lexile 720 Gr Level O dra 34–38
Paperback PFB985686 $3.39

the Shape 
of things
dayle ann 
dodds
Illustrated by 
Julie Lacome

The spritely 
rhymes in 
this clever, colorful picture book reveal 
how simple shapes come together to 
form houses, boats, and other common 
objects.

24pp. ages 4–6
Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB913666 $3.39

the Seals on 
the Bus
Lenny Hort
Illustrated by  
G. Brian Karas

In an animal-filled 
version of the 
classic children’s 
song “The Wheels 
on the Bus,” two children and their 
parents board a bus driven by a tiger!

32pp. ages 3–6
Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB923178 $2.50

Snow Day!
Patricia Lakin
Illustrated by  
Scott Nash

The pure silliness of 
these enthusiastic 
crocodiles, who 
don snowsuits, 
goggles, and 
helmets for their 
snow adventure, give youngsters a 
kick! “a seamless work of storytelling.” 
—Publishers Weekly 

32pp. ages 2–6
Gr Level d dra 4
Paperback PFB972988 $2.82
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New!
New!

New!

the Secret 
Science 
Project that 
ate the 
School
Judy Sierra
Illustrated by Stephen Gammell

an impeccably rhymed yarn about 
a last-minute science-fair experiment—
Professor Swami’s Super Slime—that goes 
fabulously amok. “a silly, spirited story.” 
—Publishers Weekly

IRA Children’s Choice

32pp. ages 6–8
Paperback PFB510755 $2.82

the Sheep 
in Wolf’s 
clothing
Helen Lester
Illustrated by  
Lynn Munsinger

a riotous tale of mistaken identity as 
ewetopia the sheep dresses as a wolf 
for the costume ball, and meets up with 
a wolf dressed as a sheep. “extremely 
amewesing!” —Publishers Weekly

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB515769 $2.82

Smash! 
crash!
tRUcktoWn

Jon Sciezka
Illustrated by 
David Gordon, 
Loren Long, & 
David Shannon

Jack Truck and dump Truck dan are best 
friends who spend their days delightfully 
smashing and crashing. “Trucktown 
should be a smash.” —NY Times

40pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB515163 $3.39
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Stone Soup
ann McGovern
Illustrated by 
Winslow Pinney Pels

In a retelling 
of the classic 
French folktale 
especially suited 
to beginning readers, a clever 
vagabond tricks an old woman 
into believing he can make soup 
from a stone. 

IRA Children’s Choice, Notable Children’s Trade 
Book in the Field of Social Studies

32pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 480 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB41602 $2.27

Spaghetti 
and 
Meatballs 
for all!
a MatHeMaticaL 
StoRy

Marilyn Burns
Illustrated by Debbie Tilley

Math specialist Burns uses wit and humor 
to encourage children to think about 
area and perimeter, as they help Mr. and 
Mrs. Comfort seat 32 guests for a dinner 
party.

40pp. ages 6–8
Lexile 420 Gr Level O dra 34–38
Paperback PFB504445 $3.98

Snowmen  
at night
Caralyn Buehner
Illustrated by  
Mark Buehner

a young boy vividly 
imagines the 
fantastic goings-on 
of his snowman at night.  
“an entertaining read-aloud for bedtime 
sharing or winter storytimes.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 3–7
Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB963155 $2.99

Strega nona
Tomie dePaola

The magical, 
Caldecott Honor-
winning story of 
the village witch, 
Strega nona, and her 
mysteriously prolific 
pasta pot. “a terrific 
picture book.”  
—Horn Book

Caldecott Honor Book

32pp. ages 7–9
Lexile 800 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB37038 $2.99

Stand tall, 
Molly Lou 
Melon
Patty Lovell
Illustrated by 
David Catrow

When a bully 
makes fun of 
her, Molly remembers her grandmother’s 
words—stand tall, believe in yourself! 
Catrow’s zany illustrations add comic life. 
“a fetching little heroine.” —BCCB

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 560 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB943452 $3.39

the Sun, the 
Wind and the 
Rain
Lisa Westberg Peters
Illustrated by  
Ted Rand

While a little girl 
builds a mountain out of wet 
sand, “the geologic concept of 
mountain formation is clearly 
explained and impressively 
illustrated.” —SLJ

American Bookseller Pick of the Lists

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 600 Gr Level n dra 30
Paperback PFB44555 $3.39

Stellaluna
Janell Cannon

a sweet baby 
bat lives in a 
nest with a bird 
family. Through 
trial and error, 
she finds her 
true nature—and 
her true family. Includes  
a helpful list of bat facts.

Reading Rainbow Selection

48pp. ages 6–8
Lexile 600
Paperback PFB48379 $3.96

a Splendid 
friend, indeed
Suzanne Bloom

Talkative Goose 
constantly 
interrupts 
contemplative 
Polar Bear, but 
their friendship 
survives through 
love and understanding. “The 
animals’ priceless expressions  
tell all.” —SLJ

ALA Notable Book, Theodor Seuss  
Geisel Honor Book

32pp. ages 2–5
Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB985848 $2.82

Sometimes 
i’m Bombaloo
rachel Vail
Illustrated by  
Yumi Heo

When Katie  
Honors feels angry 
and out of control, her mother 
helps her to be herself again. 
“an honest and understanding 
portrayal of tantrums from a child’s 
perspective.” —Kirkus

ALA Editor’s Choice

32pp. ages 2–6
Lexile 450 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB966941 $3.98
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Spark the 
firefighter
Stephen Krensky
Illustrated by  
Amanda Haley

Spark is a dragon 
who’s afraid of 
fire, so he joins the volunteer fire 
department, in hopes of finding some 
bravery. “Teaches fire safety in an 
appealing way.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB517862 $2.82

SpongeBob 
SquarePants: 
My name is 
cheesehead
ReaDy-to-ReaD LeVeL 2

erica david
Illustrated by  
Victoria Miller

When SpongeBob wakes up in new Kelp 
City unable to remember who he is, he is 
given the name CheeseHead BrownPants. 

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB507727 $2.25

the Snowy 
Day
ezra Jack Keats

In this longtime 
favorite, simple 
words and 
beautiful pictures 
convey the silent 
wonder of a city 
snowfall and a small 
boy’s solitary delight in it.

Caldecott Medal Winner

40pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 500 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB03031 $2.50

<En ESPAñol
Un día de nieve
Spanish Paperback PFB93772 $2.50



ten Red 
apples
Pat Hutchins

Ten red 
apples attract 
a barnyard 
of hungry 
animals! 
“Blends rhyming, counting, repetition 
and animal sounds into a charming, 
folksy story.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 290 Gr Level G dra 12
Paperback PFB932297 $2.25

Swimmy
Leo Lionni

Through teamwork 
and cooperation, a 
little fish and his 
friends triumph 
over the BIG 
fish. “exquisite...
truly reflects the 
ethereal quality of underwater 
life.” —SLJ

Caldecott Honor Book, ALA Notable Book, NY 
Times Best Illustrated Book

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 640 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB43049 $2.99

Superdog
tHe HeaRt of a HeRo

Caralyn Buehner
Illustrated by  
Mark Buehner

dexter is a tiny dog 
with big dreams. 
When he starts a 
superhero training 
program, even the bullying 
Tomcat needs his help!

Charlotte Zolotow Commendation

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 740 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB985798 $3.39

10 for 
Dinner
Jo ellen 
Bogart
Illustrated by 
Carlos Freire

This fun 
book will 
have children counting along as each 
guest arrives, including one little oddball 
who’s a source of strange and wonderful 
surprises!

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 820 Gr Level d dra 4
Paperback PFB71949 $2.82

<En ESPAñol/BilinguAl
taking a Walk/caminando
a Book in tWo LanGUaGeS

rebecca 
emberley

emberley 
provides 
a brightly 
patterned, 
lyrical, 
bilingual 
tour of a 
neighborhood, from its 
homes to school to town.

32pp. ages 4–7
Gr Level a dra a–2
Bilingual Paperback PFB46464 $2.99

Superhero 
aBc
Bob McLeod

a comic-book style 
alphabet book, 
turbo-charged 
with vivacious 
vocabulary and 
26 superheroes, 
including astro-Man, who’s always on 
alert for alien attack!

40pp. ages 4–8
Gr Level n dra 30
Paperback PFB503604 $2.99

ten, nine, 
eight
Molly Bang

a father and 
daughter turn 
bedtime into 
playtime in 
this warm and 
colorful family story. 
“a delightful bedtime 
book.” —NY Times

Caldecott Honor Book, ALA Notable Book

24pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 500 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB45583 $3.39

the tale of 
Peter Rabbit
Beatrix Potter
Illustrated by  
David McPhail

Peter’s 
mischievous 
adventures in Mr. 
McGregor’s garden are illustrated 
by the popular david McPhail and 
retold for beginning readers.

IRA Children’s Choice

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 660 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB41101 $2.27

<En ESPAñol
el cuento de Pedrito conejo
Spanish Paperback PFB46475 $2.27

the Surprise 
Garden
Zoe Hall
Illustrated by  
Shari Halpern

In simple language 
and bold, colorful 
collages, three 
children celebrate 
the joys of 
planting a garden. “as informative as it 
is appealing.” —Booklist

32pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 470 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB10076 $3.39
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New!
tanka tanka 
Skunk!
Steve Webb

Tanka the elephant 
and his friend 
Skunka introduce 
readers to simple 
rhythmic patterns with a riot of shout-
out-loud words and cavorting animal 
friends.

32pp. ages 2–5
Paperback PFB967861 $3.39
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tikki tikki 
tembo
arlene Mosel
Illustrated by  
Blair Lent

a Chinese folktale 
about a boy named 
Chang and his 
brother who has 
problems with a very 
long rhyming name. “a 
handsome, humorous 
picture book.” —Horn 
Book

Boston Globe-Horn Book Award, SLJ Best Book 
of the Year

48pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 1090 Gr Level n dra 30
Paperback PFB41622 $2.82

<En ESPAñol/BilinguAl
the three 
Little 
Javelinas/
Los tres 
pequeños 
jabalíes
Susan Lowell
Illustrated by  
Jim Harris

a clever, bilingual, 
Southwestern-desert version of The Three 
Little Pigs. Fast-paced and witty in both 
languages, and accompanied by energetic 
illustrations. —SLJ

32pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 740 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Bilingual Paperback PFB00319 $2.99

the three 
Little Pigs
retold by  
James Marshall

a humorous 
retelling of the 
classic favorite, 
whimsically 
illustrated to 
appeal to young readers.

32pp. ages 5–7
Lexile 560 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB45781 $2.99

the three 
Bears
Paul Galdone

a traditional 
presentation of 
the classic tale, 
adorned with 
warm and vivid 
drawings. “The 
illustrations...are large-scale, simple, and 
humorous, just right.” —BCCB

32pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 610 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB61971 $2.99

tiger can’t 
Sleep
S.J. Fore
Illustrated by  
R.W. Alley

an upbeat 
exploration of 
nighttime fears, as a 
young boy comforts 
a tiger who is afraid 
of the dark! “Will go a long way toward 
reassuring preschoolers.” —Booklist

32pp. ages 3–5
Lexile 290
Paperback PFB506181 $2.82

the three 
Little Wolves 
and the Big 
Bad Pig
eugene Trivizas
Illustrated by  
Helen Oxenbury

a fantastically 
funny, best-selling 
tale of a pig who relentlessly 
pursues three little wolves. 
“among the wittiest fractured 
fairy tales around.”  
—Publishers Weekly

ALA Notable Book, Booklist Editors’ Choice,  
SLJ Best Book, Parents’ Choice Honor Book

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 700 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB48622 $3.39

the three 
Billy-Goats 
Gruff
ellen appleby

a charmingly 
illustrated, easy-
to-read folktale 
about the three 
billy-goats who outwit the menacing 
troll.

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 340 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB41121 $2.27
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New!

New!

those 
Shoes
Maribeth Boelts
Illustrated by 
Noah Z. Jones

Jeremy dreams 
of wearing the kind 
of sneakers all the 
other kids have, but 
his grandmother can’t 
afford to buy them for him. “a poignant, 
thought-provoking book.” —SLJ

Charlotte Zolotow Commendation

40pp. ages 5–9
Paperback PFB511789 $3.96

the three 
Snow Bears
Jan Brett

In this Inuit 
retelling of the 
Goldilocks story, aloo-ki wanders into the 
igloo of a polar bear family that is out 
for a stroll. “Gorgeously detailed.” —SLJ

40pp. ages 4–8
Paperback PFB511278 $5.67

thunder cake
Patricia Polacco

While gathering 
the ingredients for 
her grandmother’s 
thunder cake (recipe 
included), a young 
girl begins to 
overcome her fear of storms.

32pp. ages 6–9
Lexile 630 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB45426 $3.96

10-Step Guide 
to Living with 
your Monster
Laura Joffe numeroff
Illustrated by  
Nate Evans

From the author of 
If You Give a Mouse 
a Cookie comes a 
bright and funny instructional  
guide to caring for and domesticating 
your very own monster!

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 450 Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB959076 $2.99

these 
Hands
Hope Lynne Price
Illustrated by 
Bryan Collier

an ode to 
a child’s 
simple joys 
of touching, 
writing, holding, playing, 
and helping. Staccato 
sentences and poetic rhythms 
make this a great read-aloud.

32pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB925392 $2.99



a Very 
Special 
Snowflake
don Hoffman
Illustrated by  
Todd Dakins

readers help a 
brother and sister 
search for their new puppy, Snowflake, 
who is playing hide-and-seek in each 
delightful illustration.

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB990111 $2.27

too Loud Lily
Sofie Laguna
Illustrated by Kerry 
Argent

Lily Hippo can’t 
help it—she’s just 
too loud. But a new 
music and drama 
teacher shows Lily 
that, sometimes, 
volume is exactly what you need!

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 730 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB967877 $2.82

<En ESPAñol
Lily, la ruidosa
Spanish Paperback PFB966355 $2.84

the Way i 
feel
Janan Cain

This unique book 
offers children 
simple verses 
and engaging 
illustrations 
to help them 
understand and express  
their own emotions.

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB932116 $2.82

We’re Going 
on a Lion Hunt
david axtell

In this retelling of 
a classic tale, two 
imaginative sisters 
trek through long 
grass, a lake, and 
a swamp as they hunt for a 
lion—and they’re not scared! 

32pp. ages 4–6
Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB927842 $3.39

<En ESPAñol
cazaremos un leon
Spanish Paperback PFB940325 $2.82
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the tiny Seed
eric Carle

The exciting and 
perilous adventures of 
a seed and its journey 
to becoming a flower. 
eric Carle’s “pages, like 
seed pods, burst with 
color.”  
—Publishers Weekly

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 400 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB42566 $3.50

today is 
Monday
eric Carle

eric Carle’s 
charming tale 
of animals who 
munch on favorite 
dishes throughout 
the week, until 
Sunday, when the 
children of the world  
share in the meal.

32pp. ages 5–7
Gr Level e dra 6–8
Paperback PFB45908 $3.96

too Many 
tamales
Gary Soto
Illustrated by Ed 
Martinez

While making her 
family’s Christmas 
eve tamales, Maria 
tries on her mother’s 
diamond ring—and now it’s 
gone! “a warm family story.” 
—SLJ starred review

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 670 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB22650 $3.39

<En ESPAñol
¡Qué montón de tamales!
Spanish Paperback PFB39084 $3.39

the 
Umbrella
Jan Brett

In a parallel 
of her classic 
book The 
Mitten, 
Brett offers this “eye-pleasing 
introduction to exquisite 
rainforest residents and vegetation.” 
—Publishers Weekly

40pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 680 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB981427 $3.96

<En ESPAñol
La sombrilla
Spanish Paperback PFB989278 $3.41

New!
<En ESPAñol
¡Un viejo mon-
struo se tragó 
un gusarapo!
tHeRe WaS an oLD 
MonSteR!

rebecca, adrian, &  
ed emberley

Fun with familiar rhyme and antics in 
this monster banquet of bugs, bats, bears 
and...a roaring finish!

32pp. ages 4–7
Spanish Paperback PFB516689 $2.82

the Velveteen 
Rabbit
Margery Williams
Illustrated by 
Elizabeth Miles

a picture-book 
version of the 
beloved classic. a toy rabbit longs to be 
real, and meets a boy whose love helps 
him realize his dream.

32pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 820 Gr Level Q dra 40
Paperback PFB42805 $2.27

the Very 
Hungry 
caterpillar
eric Carle

a little 
caterpillar 
literally eats his way through the 
book, on his way to becoming 
a butterfly. “every child should 
experience this wonderful, 
cumulative tale.” —Kirkus

NY Times Best Books for Children

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 460 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB03029 $4.53

<En ESPAñol
La oruga muy hambrienta
Spanish Paperback PFB43105 $4.53
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What time 
is it, Mr. 
crocodile?
Judy Sierra
Illustrated by  
Doug Cushman

Five frisky monkeys 
taunt Mr. Crocodile, 
but must beware 
his hourly plans! 
“any time is the right time for this 
irresistible tale.” —Kirkus

32pp. ages 4–7
Gr Level C dra 3
Paperback PFB500492 $2.82

What Do you 
Do with a 
kangaroo?
Mercer Mayer

a little girl copes 
with unexpected 
animal guests. 
Illustrations “are 
just great, with 
wonderful animals 
and an irascible little miss shown 
battling to the very end.”  
—Publishers Weekly

48pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 710 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB44850 $3.41
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What 
Dads 
can’t Do
douglas Wood
Illustrated by 
Doug Cushman

a sweet and 
silly look at 
a dad’s behavior, from a kid’s point of 
view. “Just the right blend of sassiness 
and sentiment.” —Publishers Weekly

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 460 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB928692 $2.99

What a 
Wonderful 
World
Bob Thiele &  
George david Weiss
Illustrated by  
Ashley Bryan

Using the lyrics of 
the classic Louis 
armstrong song, this simple, 
colorful book spreads a 
message of hope and shows 
children a world of  
diversity and harmony.

32pp. ages 4–6
Paperback PFB920746 $2.99

What 
Mommies Do 
Best/What 
Daddies Do 
Best
Laura numeroff
Illustrated by  
Lynn Munsinger

Mommies and 
daddies can 
do lots of 
things, but 
what do they 
do best? The 
answer is 
made perfectly 
clear in an 
irresistible 
celebration of everyday events.

40pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 390 Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB918692 $2.99

<En ESPAñol
Lo mejor de mamá/Lo mejor de papá
Spanish Paperback PFB939548 $2.99

What Mary 
Jo Shared
Janice Mary Udry
Illustrated by 
Elizabeth Sayles

With creativity 
and originality, 
a shy first-
grader solves the 
problem of what 
to do for show and tell. 
Bashful children  
will appreciate this 
sympathetic tale.

32pp. ages 5–7
Lexile 530 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB43757 $2.84

What a Day it 
Was at School!
Jack Prelutsky
Illustrated by  
Doug Cushman

Seventeen laugh-
out-loud poems 
about school, as 
experienced by a 
menagerie of creatures. “Plenty to laugh 
at, never an awkward line!” —Kirkus

40pp. ages 6–9
Gr Level n dra 30
Paperback PFB502887 $3.39

New!
Whale Gets 
Stuck!
Charles Fuge & 
Karen Hayles

While cavorting, 
Whale gets stuck 
on an ice floe, 
until his friends—and the weather—rally 
to the rescue. Will “spark interest in 
arctic wildlife.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB513362 $3.39

Wemberly 
Worried
Kevin Henkes

Wemberly 
worries about 
everything—
especially about 
making friends. 
as the first 
day of school 
approaches, she meets another 
special mouse who is just as 
worried as she!

ALA Notable Book

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 170 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB928827 $2.25

<En ESPAñol/BilinguAl
What a 
tantrum!/¡Vaya 
rabienta!
Mireille d’allancé

Grumpy and unhappy, 
roberto spews out 
a giant red Thing (a 
tantrum!), and learns 
just how destructive 
uncontrolled anger 
can be.

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 300 Gr Level G dra 12
Bilingual Paperback PFB966380 $2.27



What Will  
i Be?
Wendy Cheyette 
Lewison
Illustrated by 
James Levin

rhyming riddles 
and irresistible 
photographs capture children 
dressed as police officers, 
bakers, firefighters, and more! 
a fun way to learn about professions.

32pp. ages 4–6
Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB924023 $2.25

Who took 
the cookies 
from the 
cookie Jar?
Bonnie Lass & 
Philemon Sturges
Illustrated by 
Ashley Wolff

Set in the 
southwestern american desert, children 
will love to chant along as Skunk 
attempts to learn who took the cookies 
from the cookie jar!

32pp. ages 4–7
Gr Level d dra 4
Paperback PFB929617 $2.25
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New!
Who Loves 
the fall?
Bob raczka
Illustrated by 
Judy Stead

In catchy rhyme, raczka celebrates the 
smells, tastes, holidays, experiences, 
and changes in nature that make the fall 
special. “Vivid and lively.” —Kirkus

32pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB511405 $2.82

What Will the 
Weather Be 
Like today?
Paul rogers
Illustrated by Kazuko

This simple book 
takes readers all 
over the world, to 
show how animals 
are perfectly 
adapted to their climates.  
an excellent introduction to weather 
concepts.

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 470 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB45013 $2.25

When i am old 
With you
angela Johnson
Illustrated by David Soman

an african-american boy imagines that 
he and his Grandaddy will both be old...
together. readers will delight in “the joy 
the two characters have in each other’s 
company.” —Publishers Weekly

Coretta Scott King Honor Book

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 730 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB368952 $3.96

New!

New!

the Wheels on 
the truck!
Steve Metzger
Illustrated by  
Tammie Lyon

Trucks, loaders, 
backhoes, and more 
move, push, and lift to a familiar refrain 
including “Let’s build a house!” Builds 
imagination, fascination, and readers. 

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB506060 $2.82

When Dinosaurs 
came With 
everything
elise Broach
Illustrated by  
David Small

The hilarious tale of 
a boy who gets a free dinosaur 
with purchase of a dozen 
doughnuts—and that’s just 
the beginning! “an outsize helping of 
humor.” —Publishers Weekly

E.B. White Read Aloud Award, ALA Notable Book

40pp. ages 4–7  
Lexile 380 
Paperback PFB512774 $3.96

White 
Rabbit’s 
color Book
alan Baker

This simple 
picture book 
teaches the 
primary and secondary colors as 
a winsome White rabbit plays in 
three pots of paint. “especially 
enjoyable.” —Children’s Literature

IRA Children’s Choice

24pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 190 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB22499 $2.82

Who Says 
Moo?
ruth Young
Illustrated by  
Lisa Campbell 
Ernst

a riddle picture 
book that 
sweetly speaks 
to children’s curiosity about animals. not 
limited to moos and squeaks—children 
meet bats, hippos, camels and more!

32pp. ages 2–5
Paperback PFB500116 $2.82

When Sophie 
Gets angry—
Really, Really 
angry...
Molly Bang

With brief text and 
vivid illustrations, 
readers understand 
the heat of Sophie’s 
anger, and the imaginative 
solutions offered. Bang “treats 
childhood emotions with respect.” 
—Publishers Weekly

Caldecott Honor Book, Jane Addams Honor Book, 
ALA Notable Book, Charlotte Zolotow Award

40pp. ages 3–7
Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB959845 $3.98

Whistle for 
Willie
ezra Jack Keats

readers can 
commiserate 
as Little Peter 
struggles to whistle 
for his dog Willie. His efforts seem 
futile, until one day, he hears a 
beautiful sound!

32pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 410 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB911423 $2.25
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you are My 
Sunshine
a SinG anD ReaD 
StoRyBook

Steve Metzger
Illustrated by  
Jill Dubin

The warm and 
well-known words 
to this favorite song are set against 
colorful illustrations of parents spending 
“sunny” times with their children.

32pp. ages 3–5
Paperback PFB926631 $2.00

Wolf!
Becky Bloom
Illustrated by  
Pascal Biet

a highly literate 
set of animals is 
unimpressed by 
a wolf that can’t 
read. “readers 
will love the 
unabashedly undisguised  
message of the text.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 5–7
Lexile 340 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB929160 $2.50

you can’t taste 
a Pickle with 
your ear
a Book aBoUt yoUR  
5 SenSeS

Harriet Ziefert 
Illustrated by  
Amanda Haley

Written in playful 
verse while remaining scientifically 
accurate, this book playfully introduces 
young readers to their five senses. 
“effectively combines science and 
silliness.” —Booklist

40pp. ages 5–8
Gr Level n dra 30
Paperback PFB985675 $3.39

yo! yes?
Chris raschka

an outgoing african-
american boy calls 
out to a shy Caucasian 
boy, and a friendship 
slowly begins. an 
“appreciation of 
the rhythm of both 
language and human 
exchange.” —Horn Book

Caldecott Honor Book

32pp. ages 5–8
Gr Level C dra 3
Paperback PFB992185 $3.98

yoko
rosemary Wells

The first graders 
in Mrs. Jenkins’ 
room make fun of 
the strange foods 
that fill Yoko’s 
lunchbox, until 
ever-hungry Timothy 
decides to take a bite.

Booklist Editors’ Choice

40pp. ages 5–7
Lexile 470 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB910472 $2.99
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New!
Zen ties
Jon J. Muth

Giant Panda 
Stillwater and 
his nephew, Koo, 
befriend an old 
woman who helps them as 
much as they help her. “a rich 
and wonderful offering.” —SLJ

40pp. ages 5–9 
Lexile 460
Paperback PFB510462 $3.39

New!
Will you 
Read to 
Me?
danys Cazet

Hamlet’s pig 
family doesn’t 
appreciate his poetry, so he recites it 
to an understanding twin who appears 
in the lake. “emphasizes the power and 
pleasure of playing with words.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB511522 $3.39

the Wind 
Blew
Pat Hutchins

Preschoolers 
will laugh 
as the 
mischievous 
wind snatches away the 
possessions of unsuspecting 
townspeople. “Humorous and 
imaginative.” —Horn Book

Kate Greenaway Medal

32pp. ages 4–6
Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB46632 $3.39

Winter is 
Here!
Kimberly Weinberger
Illustrated by  
Jill Dubin

This picture book 
features simple 
rhymes about 
common winter activities enjoyed by a 
group of young friends.

16pp. ages 3–5
Gr Level d dra 4
Paperback PFB11507 $2.25

<En ESPAñol/BilinguAl
With My 
Brother/ 
con mi  
hermano
eileen roe
Illustrated by 
Robert Casilla

a warm view of 
a younger brother’s admiration 
for his older sibling, told in 
simple english and Spanish 
text. “a reassuring picture of family life 
and supportive relations.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 3–6
Lexile 420 Gr Level H dra 14
Bilingual Paperback PFB45568 $2.25

Whoever  
you are
Mem Fox  
Illustrated by  
Leslie Staub

Children speak 
different 
languages and live 
in a variety of houses, but 
inside, they’re all the same! a 
vivid and unusually illustrated 
book with a resounding message.

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 280 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB20027 $2.99

Whose Mouse 
are you?
robert Kraus
Illustrated by  
Jose Aruego

In a feat which 
transforms him 
from nobody’s 
mouse into a 
hero, a little 
mouse unites his family  
despite a cat and a trap.

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 10 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB31808 $3.39

<En ESPAñol
¿De quién eres, ratoncito?
Spanish Paperback PFB44547 $3.39




